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Abstract
For technologies with significant interconnection

delays, optimal clock period selection before/during
high-level synthesis is not practical. In our approach,
we start with a synthesized RTL data path structure,
perform place and route and back-annotate the in-
terconnection delays. A set of potentially optimal
clock periods are chosen by evaluating 'critical' paths
to minimize the dead time associated with opera-
tions. Finally, the controller costs at these clock pe-
riods along with the execution times decide the op-
timal clock period. Extensive experimental results
on data paths synthesized from high-level synthesis
benchmarks establish both the utility as well as the
efficiency of our approach.

1 Introduction and motivation
Most of the early high-level synthesis (HLS) sys-

tems restricted all operations to single cycle and as-
sumed that the clock period is decided post-synthesis
by finding the critical delay path. The critical path
approach, though suitable for data paths with a sin-
gle function unit(fu), is wasteful if there are a variety
of fus with distinct delay values. As all fus would be
clocked at the rate of the slowest fu, there is a lot of
"dead time" (the time when the fu is not used) in all
but the slowest of fus. This has prompted researchers
to look into the problem of clock period selection for
multi-cycle operationsr, as a pre-synthesis task [1], as
a task integrated with component allocation [2] and
a post-synthesis task [3, 4]. Naturally, the intercon-
nection delays are considered only by those techniques
which optimize clocks after synthesis.

Mintz and Dangelo [3] do not consider reschedul-
ing during clock period selection. In a recent work, Sri
Parameswaran et al. [4] approach the problem of find-
ing an optimal clock without changing the data path.
Their work has some similarity to our work to the
extent that it relies on rescheduling and resynthesiz-
ing the controller to identify the optimal clock period.
They do not address the issue of how this rescheduling
can be achieved without changing the data path.

In this paper we present a novel approach to com-
pute the optimal clock period for a synthesized data
path. In our approach the problem of choosing the op-
timal clock period is tackled as a question of getting
the best performance out of a synthesized structure.
Similar to other post-synthesis clock estimators, we
neither change the resource allocation nor the bind-

ings. But the major difference is that we do con-
sider the change in the number of csteps required
by various operators with change in the clock period,
which in turn, would affect the schedule (and execu-
tion time). The computed clock period is optimum
as it takes care of the interconnection delays, either
as an estimate from a model or from an actual lay-
out tool. We also consider the controller cost which
strongly depends on the number of states or csteps
in the schedule. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 describes the overall approach
while section 3 lists some extensions for handling a
range of data path structures and design styles. Re-
sults of experiments involving data paths synthesized
from high-level synthesis benchmarks are tabulated in
section 4 and section 5 presents some conclusions.

2 Overall approach
Before presenting our approach, some clarifications

on the input as well as the design assumptions that
are made are presented.
2.1 Input

The RTL structure generated by the synthesizer
along with the input DFG and the binding information
forms the input to our program. It would be preferable
to perform the initial synthesis with as small a con-
trol step size as is feasible. A control step size closer
to the gcd of "most" operator delays are expected to
generate efficient structures as the dead time due to
clock "quantization" is minimized. This control step
period is only notional and need not be technologi-
cally realizable as a realizable clock period is chosen
later. Our approach would work irrespective of the
assumed control step size during the synthesis process
but obviously cannot change non-optimal allocation
and binding decisions made at that stage; it will still
try to get an optimal clock period for the given struc-
ture.
2.2 Design assumptions

The following assumptions are made only for the
sake of simplicity of presentation. Section 3 discusses
modifications/extensions required to handle these sit-
uations/design styles.

• The operator modules are not pipelined.

• Register allocation and binding is ignored.

• Interconnections and storage elements are as-
sumed to have a constant delay.
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(a) Operator dependency edges (b) Storage dependency edges

Figure 1: Resource dependency edges appended to the DFG

• No operation chaining is permitted.

• The design behavior consists of a single straight
line code.

• It would be possible to synthesize the control part
meeting the constraint of the selected clock pe-
riod.

2.3 Computing clock period
The approach is based on computing the execution

time required by a DFG for each of the feasible clock
periods. Actually, the constraints imposed by the ini-
tial allocation and binding allow us to compute the
execution time rather fast.

We start with a DFG which is a directed acyclic
graph where the edges represent data dependency. We
augment the flow graph with a start node a and an
end node j3. The start node a is connected to all nodes
without predecessors and the end node /3 is connected
to all nodes without successors ^Fig. 1). The mini-
mum possible schedule time of/3 is the execution time
of the graph. As the nodes are already bound to the
fus, we introduce operator dependency edges as shown
in fig. 1.

Each path consists of a set of nodes and each node
is bound to one of the operators k with delay <4. Thus,
every path pi is characterized by integer coefficients <&
indicating the number of nodes with delay dk in the
path. These coefficients would be referred to as delay
coefficients. We assume there are K distinct delays
indexed by k. We can enumerate all the paths from
the start node a to the end node /3. The minimum
execution time for the graph is the maximum of all
paths pi to the end node /3.

exejbim — max 2^. Oik x (1)

Now the clock is brought into the picture. The role
of the clock is to quantize each of the delays <4 as an
integral multiple of it. Thus for a feasible clock with

period 1, the execution time is given by

exe-timi — max — X 2 (2)

The optimal clock is the one which minimizes this
time.

opt.exeJ,im = min { maxTJ aik x \~r\ x 1} (3)

2.4 Dominated paths
As we are traversing the graph and enumerating

the paths at each node, it is obvious that some paths
are "dominated" by others i.e. they definitely cannot
contribute to the maximum path length. To conserve
memory and time, it is best to drop such dominated
paths at each node. A path # with delay coefficients
oik dominating over path pj with delay coefficients ctjk
is denoted by pt » pj.

Pi > Pj if (Hk > ajk V k = 1..K (4)

The above condition is too stringent and we formu-
late another condition which covers the previous one.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the
delays are arranged in the descending order implying
4 d if fcl k2

V k =Pi>Pj if

The proof of this simply follows from the monotonicity
of the ceiling operator i.e.

I M - k2. (6)

From this, it should be clear that we are interested
only in differentiating delays which are distinct. For
the case shown in fig l(a), the edges from node 2 to
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3 and from 3 to 4 indicate that all three addition op-
erations are performed on the same adder and in that
sequence. The path delays for the two non-dominated
paths are:

dpi = {(IMUL + <1SVB} and
dP3 = {dSuB + 3 x }

Fig. 2 shows the number of clock cycles required by
the two paths for the clock period in the range of 20
nsec to 60 nsec. It is clear that in certain ranges pi
dominates (i.e. decides the minimum execution time)
whereas in certain other ranges p2 dominates.

path delay pi = { d M U L + d SUB >

. path delay p2 = { d S U B + 3 * d A D r > }

2O 3O 4O
Clock period in ns

Figure 2: Clock cycles as a function of clock period
for the two undominated paths

2.5 Algorithm
The major steps of the algorithm are listed in fig.

3. It may me noted that due to the fixed data path,
the variation in the cost of the overall design comes
only from the control part.

One of the key features of our approach is that
execution time can be computed by evaluating the
non-dominated path lengths and does not require any
rescheduling (in step 4). Rescheduling is required only
in step 5 for each of the selected clock periods to define
the control signals 1. Due to the presence of binding
edges, rescheduling just involves a breadth first traver-
sal from the start to the end node putting the oper-
ations into clock slots corresponding to the longest
bound path. The time required for performing the
core optimal clock period computation steps (1, 3 and
4) is fairly low in relation to steps 2 (place and route)
and 5 (control cost evaluation). On the other hand,
it is possible that the memory requirements grow ex-
ponentially in step 3 for keeping track of all the non-
dominated paths. But as is clear from the experimen-
tal results, the pruning of dominated paths is very
effective in reducing the memory requirements.

3 Relaxing design restrictions
3.1 Pipelined operators

The use of pipelined operators in the design result
in the following two changes in the methodology pre-

1Even this may be avoidable with a refined control cost
estimator.

ALGORITHM

• INPUT : DFG, RTL Data, Path Structure, Sched-
ule, Binding

• Step 1: Create a bound dataflow graph by adding
start and end nodes and the resource dependency
edges

• Step 2:Back-annotate interconnection delays by
first performing place and route to get the inter-
connection delays and then associating these de-
lays with each dfg node.

• Step 3: Traverse the bound DFG in breadth first
manner and at each node enumerate all non-
dominated paths eqn. 5

• Step AiCompute the set of potentially optimal
clock periods (corresponding to local minima) by
computing execution times for all feasible clocks
for all the non-dominated paths.

• Step 5:5elect the optimal clock period based on
evaluation of the control costs with the appropri-
ate execution time-control cost tradeoff

Figure 3: Optimal clock computation algorithm

sented in the previous section.

• Normally all delays associated with operator
binding edges for operator k are taken to be (4 • In
case k is a pipelined operator, this delay is taken
as p x I where p is the initiation interval and 1 is
the clock period (to be calculated).

• The operator itself may restrict the minimum fea-
sible clock period due to the critical path delay
within any of its stages.

3.2 Storage e lements and binding
Our approach is equivalent to rescheduling for each

clock period while maintaining the initial allocation
and binding. In case storage elements are ignored, it
is possible that the rescheduled graph may require ex-
tra storage elements and thus invalidate the original
storage allocation and binding. One option is to model
the storage elements as resources with Write/Read op-
erations on them. A simpler approach involves adding
storage dependency edges which carry only the neces-
sary binding information.

3.3 Interconnection delays
The synthesized structure can be placed and routed

and consequently the interconnection delays can be
obtained. Fig. 4 contains the partial structure (re-
lated only to the add operations) with delays marked
on each interconnection as well as path elements like
multiplexer. An analysis of these interconnection de-
lays can generate the delay of the individual opera-
tions. Fig. 4 also shows a sample binding of values
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Numbers close to the interconnections
and the components correspond to
the delays

Sample value-register bindings

R1 = {v1 ,u1 } R2 = {v2 }

R3 = { V3,u3 } R4 = { v4,u4 }

R5 = { U2,u5 }

Addition operation Delay

op2: R5 <— R2 + R3 48 ns

op3: R3 <— R3 + R4 46 ns

op4: R4 <— R3 + R5 50 ns

Figure 4: Partial data path structure with interconnection delays

to registers and lists the delay values for the three ad-
dition operations bound to the same adder.
3.4 Chaining of operations

Chaining of operations in the original scheduled
graph is handled by creating operations with sum of
delays of the chained operations. Further, operator
dependency edges cover all operators used by any of
the chained operations as none of these operators can
be used in the same clock cycle. Chaining also has
an implication on the minimum feasible clock cycle
as the designer does not want to spread the chained
operations across multiple clock cycles.
3.5 Behavioral descriptions with loops

and conditionals
The approach is extendable to any general behav-

ioral description with conditionals and loops. It is
assumed that the behavior has been profiled to gener-
ate average (/maximum) loop counts and conditional
branching probabilities. The one restriction that is
placed on scheduling is that the overlap of operations
across basic blocks is not permitted i.e. all multicycle
operations in a block have to be completed before initi-
ating operations in the succeeding block. This permits
computation of overall execution time as a weighted
sum of individual basic block execution times. Fur-
ther, the identification of dominating paths can be
handled locally at the block level.

3.6 Modified dominating path condition
Introduction of binding edges resulting in multiples

of clock period delays (pipelined operators as well as
storage dependencies) require the conditions for path
domination to be modified. As the clock period is
undecided at the time of graph traversal, a path can
be eliminated only if it is dominated over the entire
feasible clock period range. Assume the clock period
has a range < li, fe > and kl is the highest index with
dhi > k and k2 is the smallest index with <&2 < fc.
Now each path & is characterized by a set of K delay
coefficients {<*&} and a clock period coefficient an. For
path pi to dominate over pj, the additional condition

to be satisfied is given by:

Pi>Pj if V k = kl..k2
P=i

(7)It is obvious that this condition trivially holds as a
subset of the previous condition (eq. 5) if an > Oj\.

4 Experimental results
This technique has been implemented as a back-

end tool for a RTL structure to FPGA mapper and is
named OPTICLE (OPTImal CLock Evaluator). A
data path synthesizer [5] generates a RTL netlist
which is directly mapped onto FPGAs [6]. Here we
present results from applying these techniques on some
well-known HLS benchmarks. In each case, the sched-
ule and the RTL structure generated by a data path
synthesizer was given as an input to OPTICLE and an
optimal clock period was computed. As interconnec-
tion delays are very significant in FPGA implementa-
tions, this is a suitable platform to show the utility of
our approach.

First, some remarks about the operator set, tools
and the platform. The implementation technology was
XILINX XC4000 series [7]. All functional units were
considered to be 8-bit wide. The multiplier was based
on a CSA (carry-save-adder) implementation whereas
a library component (from XBLOX) was used for per-
forming addition, subtraction and comparison. De-
lays of the adder /subtracter and multiplier operators
(without interconnections) were 20 ns and 204 ns re-
spectively. For place and route as well as delay com-
putation, proprietary XILINX software was used. All
the CPU times are based on a SUN SPARC classic
workstation.

Table 1 summarizes the inputs. Each of the three
HLS benchmarks namely Differential equation, Ellip-
tical filter and AR filter, have been processed with
different initial control steps(ics). This corresponds
to the number of c_steps in the schedule generated by
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Example

Diff.
Eqn.
Ellip.
Filter

AR
Filter

1CS

4
V
14
15
16
8
13
18

Resource allocation
Operators

•
•

1+, 1 <,2*, 1-}
Ll+, 1 <, 1*, 1—}

•

•

3+,2*[
3+,l4

•12+, 1*}
{2+,4*
U+,2*
(l+, 1*}

Keg.

7
6
9
8
8

10
10
10

Without pruning
dominated paths

No. of
paths

13
37

1856
5942
6250
174

4078
3146

CPU time(in sees.)
Step 111

0.3
0.3
0.9
1.4
1.5
0.4
1.1
1.1

Step IV
0.1
0.2
15.3
41.7
46.2
0.7
25.2
24.7

With pruning
dominated paths

No. of
paths

7
7
17
47
16
16
18
12

CPU time(in sees.)
Step 111

0.4
0 .4
0 .6
1.0
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5

Step IV
< 0.1
< 0.1
< 0.1

0.1
< 0.1
< 0.1
< 0.1
< 0.1

Table 1: CPU Times and algorithm efficiency in pruning dominated paths

Benchmark
example

Differential
Equation
Elliptical

Filter

AR
Filter

1CS

4
V
14
15
16
8
13
18

Optimal clock period
w/o inter,

delays
23
34
21
23
23
23
23
34

with inter,
delays

49
27
20
27
25
30
25
23

Control
steps

17
61

103
97

110
46
108
200

Longest
path
delay
814
1603
1977
2529
2692
1333
2639
4521

Execution
time

833
1647
2060
2619
2750
1380
2700
4600

Table 2: Optimal clock period and execution time

the data path synthesizer. The third column lists the
operators as well as the registers in the RTL structure.

The results are discussed with reference to the steps
of the algorithm (fig. 3). Table 1 also gives details
of the CPU time as well as the efficiency of the algo-
rithm in pruning the dominated paths. The pruning
is quite effective as the ratio of total paths (column 5)
to non-dominated paths (column 8) is as high as 390.
Columns 6,7,9 &10 refer to the steps 3 and 4 in the
algorithm. Column 10 entries vis a vis column 7 en-
tries show that the reduction in cpu time for optimal
clock period computation is substantial and thus the
pruning procedure is effective.

Fig. 5 shows the plot of execution time vs. clock
period for the AR filter example with initial control
steps as 18. The two plots correspond to execution
time without interconnection delays (lower plot) and
with interconnection delays (higher plot). It is clear
from this example that though the nature of plots
in the two cases is similar, the optimal values could
be significantly different. Thus any clock period esti-
mation ignoring the interconnection delays would not
even be close to the optimal. Consider the clock pe-
riod range of 50 to 100 ns in Fig. 5. The optimal
clock period in this clock range in the lower plot is 51
ns (without interconnection delays) which is close to
the local maxima in the upper plot (with interconnec-

tion delays). Such a choice would result in atleast a
10% lower performance than the optimal which is at
55 ns.

Table 2 summarizes the results for the eight cases.
In all cases, the feasible clock period range was con-
sidered to be 20 to 100 ns. Though in step 4 of the
algorithm, a set of clock periods is generated for each
case, only the clock period corresponding to the global
minima is tabulated. Columns 4 and 3 show the op-
timal clock period with and without the interconnec-
tion delays respectively. It is significant to note that
interconnection delays do not always increase the op-
timal clock period. Columns 5, 6 and 7 give details
of the optimal result with the interconnection delays.
The number of control steps could be a rough estimate
of the control cost as it corresponds to the number of
states in the controller. The difference between execu-
tion time (column 7) and the longest path (column 6)
reflects the "wastage" due to clock quantization even
in the optimal case.

Finally, we present some results on the controller
cost. It is expected that changing the clock pe-
riod would have a significant influence on the con-
troller cost due to the change in the number of control
steps/states. The control signals required by the data
path are the outputs of the controller. Instead of re-
alizing the controller as a general state machine, we
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implemented the state transitions with a counter. As
all our examples require a large sequence of simple
state transitions, this approach was more cost effec-
tive. The logic for the outputs was optimized using
SIS (Berkeley tools). Table 3 (AR Filter - ics 18)

Clock
period

No. of
control
steps

Exe.
time

Controller
cost in

XC4000
CLBs

AR Filter (ics = 18)
23
31
46
55
69
92

200
151
101
84
68
51

4600
4681
4646
4620
4692
4692

24
32
21
29
18
23

AR Filter (ics = 8)
30
34
45
54
68
90

46
41
31
26
22
16

1380
1394
1395
1404
1496
1440

13
12
12
11
10
10

Table 3: Controller cost for the AR Filter

shows the control cost for the clock periods which cor-
respond to local minimas in fig. 5. This is a time
consuming step as controller costs are being evaluated
with logic synthesis rather than with a fast estimation
technique. Table 3 shows the controller cost (for AR
Filter - ics 8) to be rather well behaved as a function
of the number of states. However, it is not so in most
cases i.e. controller cost with the same numer of i/os
is not a monotonic function of the number of states.
Table 3 also shows controller costs for AR Filter (ics
18) where existing cost models do not seem to apply.
In future, we propose to look at the problem of devel-
oping models to estimate controller costs to speed up
this step.

5 Conclusion
We have proposed an efficient method for comput-

ing the optimal clock period for a specified data path.
The approach is based on back-annotating the inter-
connection delays and then computing path lengths
of all the "potentially" critical paths over the feasible
range of clock periods. Experimental results on RTL
structures generated from HLS benchmarks show both
the utility as well as the efficiency of our approach. It
is clear from these results that even though the num-
ber of non-dominated paths is not large, we still need
to consider multiple paths. It has been shown that a
clock period selected ignoring interconnection delays
could be inefficient by 10% or even more. Permitting
multicycle operations can result in a large increase
in the number of states and thus it is inappropriate
to choose a clock period ignoring the controller cost.

without interconnection delays -
with interconnection delays -

3000
20 30 40 50 60 70

Clock Period
90 100

Figure 5: Execution time vs. clock period : AR Filter
(ics = 18)

Presently, we select the optimal clock period by eval-
uating controller costs at a set of potentially optimal
clock periods. We have also presented a novel graph
structure named bound control flow graph, which can
carry allocation and binding information. The pro-
posed interpretation of these edges for a variety of op-
erator types suggests its potential use for other related
applications where partial allocation and binding in-
formation is to be stored along with the cdfg.
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